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Townshend Ledge contains three Items, Item 2001_120_908_1908, 2001-902_1723_1, and 2001-
115/847_1754.  See AWOIS and Item investigations section for charting recommendations on these
three items.  Concur

Rock Outcrop within 30 foot curve

Located in the northwest region of the survey, in the vicinity of Latitude 41/13' 33.28" N Longitude
072/50' 46.7" W is a rock outcrop with six (6) danger circles, three (3) labeled rocks and two (2)
reported rocks, Rk rep 1989.  Charted soundings and rocks differing from the present surveyed
soundings are individually addressed in the AWOIS and ITEM investigations section.  Keeping with
current NOAA standards to simplify the chart, the hydrographer, based on sufficient and adequate
supporting survey data, recommends removing the following: the two (2) Rk rep 1989, and three (3) Rk,
labels and charting a rky at Latitude 41/13' 33.28" N Longitude 072/50' 46.7" W with the current survey
soundings. Concur with clarification    
See also pages 29, 31, 33, and 35 of this report for charting recommendations.

US Army Dumping Ground

In the southeastern southwestern corner of the survey area on chart 12354 is a US Army Dumping
Ground.  This area was subjected to 200% side scan sonar and 100% multi-beam coverage.  The
hydrographer recommends the charted soundings be superseded by survey soundings.  An item
investigation, Item 2001-115/203_0111 in this area is described in the AWOIS and Item Investigations
section, page 41.  Concur

Other changes to the soundings of this survey and chart are recommended in the AWOIS and Item
Investigations section.

Due to time constraints only four bottom samples were acquired.  Discrepancies were found between
two of the charted bottom characteristics and surveyed bottom characteristics as listed below:

Charted
Characteristics

Survey
Characteristics

Charted
Latitude (N)

Charted
Longitude (W)

Sample
Number

sft
                      

stk gy M Sh 41/18' 157.99"
41/13' 57.99"

 072/49' 23.41" 9440

sft stk gy M brk Sh 41/13' 45.16        
          91"

 072/47' 39.16" 9435

The oceanographic log sheet is attached in Appendix V, *  Supplemental Survey Records and
Correspondence.  The hydrographer recommends removing the charted bottom characteristics listed
above, and charting the current survey bottom characteristics.  Concur
* Data filed with original field records.




